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Brazil 2009-03-15
set against a backdrop of breathtaking natural beauty brazil s striking modernist architecture has long garnered international acclaim but
these well known works are not fully reflective of the built environment of brazil and with this volume richard williams unearths the rich
architectural heritage of brazil spanning from 1945 through today the book examines brazilian architecture beyond the works of renowned
architects such as oscar niemeyer and the carioca architects of rio de janeiro williams investigates issues such as the use of historic
architecture the importance of leisure and luxury the role of the favela as a backdrop and inspiration for development and the rapid growth
of cities from the designated world heritage site of brasilia a capital city that was planned from the ground up to the installation work of
artists such as hélio oiticica brazil delves into the origins and far reaching influence of brazil s architectural modernism at a moment when
latin america is of increasing importance in global business and culture brazilwill be an essential read for all scholars of architecture and
latin american history

History of Modern Architecture 1977
a serious and original study of the beginnings and development of modernism in which the pictorial aspects are designed to aid in the
communication of the author s closely reasoned formulations let it be said at once that the format of this work is richly handsome it is a two
volume boxed set comprising 844 pages and well over 1 000 high quality illustrations and it reflects throughout its publisher s conviction
that good design is an essential not superficial part of bookmaking beyond that it should be emphasized that this work is not another facile
cultural tour of modern architecture it is a serious and original study of the beginnings and development of modernism in which the
pictorial aspects are designed to aid in the communication of the author s closely reasoned formulations rather than to gloss over a lack of
substantive content the book is a translation of the third italian edition published in 1966 benevolo who is on the faculty of architecture in
venice has earned an international reputation as a historian of architecture and town planning and his publications embrace the span of
time from the renaissance to the foreseeable future one such publication the origins of modern town planning the mit press 1967 may be
read as a prelude to the present work as well as an independent contribution perhaps more than any other architectural historian in our
time benevolo has made a determined effort to place developments in design and planning in their proper social and political settings
indeed the author argues that the development of the modern movement in architecture was determined not by aesthetic formalisms but
largely by the social changes that have occurred since about 1760 after the middle of the eighteenth century without the continuity of
formal activity being in any way broken indeed while architectural language seems to be acquiring a particular coherence the relations
between architect and society began to change radically new material and spiritual needs new ideas and modes of procedure arise both
within and beyond the traditional limits and finally they run together to form a new architectural synthesis that is completely different from
the old one in this way it is possible to explain the birth of modern architecture which otherwise would seem completely incomprehensible
this second volume is concerned with the modern movement proper from 1914 to 1966 the author emphasizes the unity of the movement
rejecting the usual treatment that allots to the individual architects separate and unconnected biographical accounts benevolo remarks at
one point when one talks about modern architecture one must bear in mind the fact that it implies not only a new range of forms but also a
new way of thinking whose consequences have not yet all been calculated his main concern is to provide a more exact calculation of those



consequences

India 2015-02-15
a place of astonishing contrasts india is home to some of the world s most ancient architectures as well as some of its most modern it was
the focus of some of the most important works created by le corbusier and louis kahn among other lesser known masters and it is regarded
by many as one of the key sites of mid twentieth century architectural design as peter scriver and amit srivastava show in this book
however india s history of modern architecture began long before the nation s independence as a modern state in 1947 going back to the
nineteenth century scriver and srivastava look at the beginnings of modernism in colonial india and the ways that public works and
patronage fostered new design practices that directly challenged the social order and values invested in the building traditions of the past
they then trace how india s architecture embodies the dramatic shifts in indian society and culture during the last century making sense of
a broad range of sources from private papers and photographic collections to the extensive records of the indian public works department
they provide the most rounded account of modern architecture in india that has yet been available

Modern Architecture in Europe 1987-10-01
shows and describes more than five hundred notable examples of architecture in great britain scandinavia and western europe

Modern Architecture and Design 1983
british architect and planner bill risebero recreates 200 years of modern architecture and design against a backdrop of class dominance
over rising industrialism the lively and opinionated text and more than 1 000 captioned drawings by the author provide a refreshing
reinterpretation of architectural developments in the modern period

Modern Architecture in Historic Cities 2003-09-02
modern architecture in historic cities illustrates why france has been so successful in combining conservation and modernity and points to
important lessons for other countries which can be drawn from the french experience beginning with an empirical review of particular
events which have affected attitudes towards heritage in france this book highlights the continuity in french thinking and the longstanding
role of the french government as patron and leader planning conservation and design control legislation are examined highlighting the
range of instruments available to government in order to influence results and enhance the role of the architectural profession



Modern Architecture Since 1900 1987
a penetrating analysis of the modern architectural tradition and its origins since its first publication in 1982 modern architecture since
1900 has become established as a contemporary classic worldwide in scope it combines a clear historical outline with masterly analysis and
interpretation technical economic social and intellectual developments are brought together in a comprehensive narrative which provides a
setting for the detailed examination of buildings throughout the book the author s focus is on the individual architect and on the qualities
that give outstanding buildings their lasting value for the third edition the text has been radically revised and expanded incorporating much
new material and a fresh appreciation of regional identity and variety seven chapters are entirely new including expanded coverage of
recent world architecture described by james ackerman of harvard university as immeasurably the finest work covering this field in
existence this book presents a penetrating analysis of the modern tradition and its origins tracing the creative interaction between old and
new that has generated such an astonishing richness of architectural forms across the world and throughout the century

Finland 2006-03-15
buildings speak volumes not just about their occupants or owners but about the countries in which they exist from colonnades to paving
stones the architecture of any building does more than simply date the structure it celebrates the spirit of a people and a nation roger
connah s latest book finland explores the culture and democratic spirit of a country whose buildings carry the indelible markings of finland
s political and physical climate nearly all of the country s buildings were constructed after 1917 when finland gained its independence from
russia the resulting architecture often springing from hugely popular public competitions is emphatically democratic in structure and usage
finland s extreme northern latitudes for their part have given rise to buildings with an acute sensitivity to the physical environment and to
the delicate interplay of light and shadow from museums to schools to subsidized housing developments connah s finland is an important
survey of the country s architecture fully illustrated and with detailed examinations of many of the finnish master architects including alvar
aalto it is also a valuable contribution to the studies of modern architecture and nordic history

Guide to Modern Architecture 1962
modern architecture in latin america art technology and utopia is an introductory text on the issues polemics and works that represent the
complex processes of political economic and cultural modernization in the twentieth century the number and types of projects varied
greatly from country to country but as a whole the region produced a significant body of architecture that has never before been presented
in a single volume in any language modern architecture in latin america is the first comprehensive history of this important production
designed as a survey and focused on key examples paradigms arranged chronologically from 1903 to 2003 this volume covers a myriad of
countries historical social and political conditions and projects developments that range from small houses to urban plans to architectural
movements the book is structured so that it can be read in a variety of ways as a historically developed narrative of modern architecture in
latin america as a country specific chronology or as a treatment of traditions centered on issues of art technology or utopia this structure



allows readers to see the development of multiple and parallel branches historical strands of architecture and at times their
interconnections across countries the authors provide a critical evaluation of the movements presented in relationship to their overall goals
and architectural transformations

Modern Architecture in Latin America 2015-01-05
the history of modern architecture as constructed by historians and key texts writing according to panayotis tournikiotis has always exerted
a powerful influence on architecture indeed the study of modern architecture cannot be separated from a fascination with the texts that
have tried to explain the idea of a new architecture in a new society during the last forty years the question of the relationship of
architecture to its history of buildings to books has been one of the most important themes in debates about the course of modern
architecture tournikiotis argues that the history of modern architecture tends to be written from the present projecting back onto the past
our current concerns so that the beginning of the story really functions as a representation of its end in this book the buildings are the
quotations while the texts are the structure tournikiotis focuses on a group of books by major historians of the twentieth century nikolaus
pevsner emil kaufmann sigfried giedion bruno zevi leonardo benevolo henry russell hitchcock reyner banham peter collins and manfredo
tafuri in examining these writers thoughts he draws on concepts from critical theory relating architecture to broader historical models

The Historiography of Modern Architecture 2001-02-27
this new account of international modernism explores the complex motivations behind this revolutionary movement and assesses its
triumphs and failures the work of the main architects of the movement such as frank lloyd wright adolf loos le corbusier and mies van der
rohe is re examined shedding new light on their roles as acknowledged masters alan colquhoun explores the evolution of the movement
fron art nouveau in the 1890s to the megastructures of the 1960s revealing the often contradictory demands of form function social
engagement modernity and tradition

Modern Architecture 2002-04-25
the legacy of the modern movement has gained legendary status largely as a result of the appreciation of the masterworks and the
visionary architectural concepts in the reality of everyday life however it has been difficult to maintain the architectural creations of the
modern movement in such a way that they still reflect the original intentions of their designers many buildings and ensembles of the
modern movement have already been saved the icons amongst these have even become so precious that they are treated like pieces of art
rather than as buildings in everyday use but despite the successes that have been achieved many buildings and ensembles are still at risk of
demolition or maltreatment the bi annul international conference is one means by which it is possible to continue furthering the aims of
docomomo knowing that many modern architects aimed at functionality and changeability the challenge for today is how to deal with the
modern heritage in relation to its continuously changing context including physical economic and functional changes as well as socio
cultural political and scientific ones it is with this in mind that conservation in general and the conservation of modern architecture in



particular has become a new challenge rather than attempting to return a modern building to its presumed original state our challenge is
to revalue the essence of the manifold manifestations of modern architecture and redefine its meanings in our changing world of digital
revolution worldwide mobility and environmental awareness jacket

The Challenge of Change 2008
a welcome addition to the history of the modern movement this new book is a fully illustrated description of modern architecture in brazil
from 1929 1959

History of Modern Architecture 1971
principles of modern architecture is a clear concise accessible account of what the modern movement really wanted and what it achieved
by one of the world s leading architectural critics

Brazil Built 2001
soviet russia is at the core of this book anderson brings the relationship between architecture and socialism into focus through detailed
case studies that situate buildings and concepts in the specific milieu of soviet society politics and ideology drawing on extensive research
anderson provides a reappraisal of the architecture of the stalin era and the final decades of the ussr he accounts for the many ways in
which soviet conventions continue to shape russian architecture today but also acknowledges and explores the heterogeneous mix of
attitudes and style among russia s architects

Principles of Modern Architecture 2000
futurism geneva switzerland genoa italy walter gropius the hague helsinki finland hilversum holland international style la chaux de fonds
switzerland le corbusier charles edouard jeanneret leningrad ussr london england adolf loos los angeles california lyons france madison
wisconsin madrid spain erich mendesohn ludwig mies van der rohe milan italy moscow ussr neo classicism neo expressionism neo
empiricism neo gothic neo plasticism neo romanesque neo romantic neue sachlichkeit new objectivity new haven connecticut new york city
new york oak park illinois paris france pasadena california auguste perret philadelphia pennsylvania pittsburgh pennsylvania hans poelzig
prague czechoslovakia prairie school racine wisconsin henry hobson richardson rio de janeiro brazil rome italy rotterdam holland eliel
saarinen st louis missouri san francisco california stockholm sweden stuttgart germany bruno taut heinrich tessenow tokyo japan turin italy
venice italy martin wagner otto wagner weimar repulbic frank lloyd wright zurich switzerland



Russia 2015-11-15
mexico city became one of the centers of architectural modernism in the americas in the first half of the twentieth century invigorated by
insights drawn from the first published histories of mexican colonial architecture which suggested that mexico possessed a distinctive
architecture and culture beginning in the 1920s a new generation of architects created profoundly visual modern buildings intended to
convey mexico s unique cultural character by midcentury these architects and their students had rewritten the country s architectural
history and transformed the capital into a metropolis where new buildings that evoked pre conquest colonial and international style
architecture coexisted through an exploration of schools a university campus a government ministry a workers park and houses for diego
rivera and luis barragán kathryn o rourke offers a new interpretation of modern architecture in the mexican capital showing close links
between design evolving understandings of national architectural history folk art and social reform this book demonstrates why creating a
distinctively mexican architecture captivated architects whose work was formally dissimilar and how that concern became central to the
profession

Modern Architecture 1986
in this work esteemed architectural historian neil levine investigates the complex history of representation from the 18th to the 20th
century using the lens of a continuous theoretical argument levine provides a detailed survey and critical analysis of major works by a host
of modern architects

History of Modern Architecture: The modern movement 1977
sets out to examine the underlying themes of modern european architecture assessing their impact influence and continuing development
this book argues for a continuing tradition an uncompleted project sustained against the rigidifying orthodoxy the white walls functionalism
and blank boxes of ciam by a resistance movement

The Sources of Modern Architecture and Design 1968
in its introduction the book depicts the rise of modern architecture in india since independence in 1947 the main section describes the
important tendencies of contemporary indian architecture in thematic chapters each with built examples in addition to the new younger
generation of indian architects it also considers the first post independence generation including balkrishna doshi and charles correa



Modern Architecture in England 1969
this acclaimed survey of modern architecture and its origins has become a classic since it first appeared in 1980 for the fourth edition
kenneth frampton has added a major new section that explores the effects of globalization on architecture in recent years and examines the
phenomenon of international celebrity architects who are increasingly active all over the world the bibliography has been updated and
expanded making this volume more complete and indispensable than ever

Modern Architecture in Mexico City 2017-03-10
this guide brings together the most important and interesting examples of modern and contemporary architecture in barcelona it covers
the emergence of modernisme and noucentisme creative periods for which barcelona is known the world over the emblematic german
pavilion by mies van der rohe 1929 rationalist works conceived from the 40s and 50s large housing projects of the 70s the olympic
architecture of the late 80s post olympic architecture examples of the ongoing urban redefinition from the 90s and the iconic architecture
of the 21st century each entry has a brief description that includes planning and completion dates a summary explanatory description and
subsequent restoration and alterations with a graphic coding system this updated edition features the most recent architectural production
up until 2012 including landmarks such as jean nouvel s agbar tower the 2004 forum building by herzog de meuron the media ict building
by enric ruiz geli the santa caterina market by embt and the diagonal zerozero telefonica tower by emba

A Field Guide to Landmarks of Modern Architecture in Europe 1985
a classic account which when written in 1977 was the first to define post modernism in architecture an event which led to subsequent
adoption of the term in many other fields it is the story of the failure of modern architecture to communicate with its users and the attempt
of post modernists to overcome this failure with a richer more widely shared language post modern classicism this edition 5th in 1987
brings the account and the great illustrations up to date 101 4x121 2 annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Modern Architecture 1897
for the architect architectural student and the general reader

Modern Architecture 2009
近現代建築批評のバイブル 待望の邦訳刊行



The Other Tradition of Modern Architecture 2007
this guide to modern brazilian architecture takes us on a tour of over 125 projects designed between 1928 1960 there are works by 33
architects and each entry gives a brief description photographs drawings and information on visitor access

An Introduction to Modern Architecture 1947
such eclectic pluralism gives the lie to two widely held assumptions about modernist architecture in germany that it was synonymous with
bauhaus style functionalism and that it came to an abrupt end with the nazis accession to power in 1933

Encyclopedia of Modern Architecture 1963

Transformations in Modern Architecture 1979

Modern Traditions 2007

Modern Architecture 1981

Barcelona 2021-05-11

Modern Architecture 1974

The Sources of Modern Architecture and Design 1995



The Sources of Modern Architecture Design 1962

The Language of Post-modern Architecture 1984

The Politics of Architecture 1970

現代建築史 2003-01

When Brazil Was Modern 2003-01-31

Architektur in Deutschland 1919-1939 1994
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